Students perform in spring music concert with new director
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News Editor

The Creighton University Chorus closed the year with its annual Spring Concert last Monday evening. About 100 people attended the event which included performances by the chorus, vocal and instrumental soloists and the University Concert Band.

The chorus opened the program with “Sing Me a Song” (“Fa Una Canzona”) by Orazio Vecchi and “I Cannot Conceal It” (“Io Ne L’op Se Dire”) by Pierre Certon.

Later they performed “For the Beauty of the Earth” by John Rudder. The piece is a chorus favorite, John J. Bennett, director said.

“They seem to smile more when they are singing it,” he said.

The concert continued with vocal solo performances. Erin Bausch opened with “Bewitched” from the Broadway musical “Pal Joey.” Bausch, Cecilia Zechman and Janeta Fong then sang “Matchmaker, Matchmaker” from “Fiddler on the Roof.”

Reina Bell and Zechman performed solo numbers before the instrumental performances.

Belinda Teter performed “Intermesso, Op. 188, No. 2” by Brahms on the piano. Mark Cipolla performe the “Rondo from Sonata, Op. 22” by Fernando Sor on the guitar.

The University Concert Band concluded the concert with six selections including some performed at Bluejay basketball games since many of the performers are the same in each group, Daryl Stehlik, director said.